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Abstract

Periocular biometrics is the recognition of individuals based on the appearance of the region around

the eye. Periocular recognition may be useful in applications where it is difficult to obtain a clear picture of

an iris for iris biometrics, or a complete picture of a face for face biometrics. Previous periocular research

has used either visible-light or near-infrared light images, but no prior research has directly compared the

two illuminations using images with similar resolution. We conducted an experiment in which volunteers

were asked to compare pairs of periocular images. Some pairs showed images taken in visible light, and

some showed images taken in near-infrared light. Participants labeled each pair as belonging to the same

person or to different people. Untrained participants with limited viewing times correctly classified visible-

light image pairs with 88% accuracy, and near-infrared images with 79% accuracy. For comparison, we

presented pairs of iris images from the same subjects. In addition, we investigated differences between

performance on light and dark eyes and relative helpfulness of various features in the periocular region

under different illuminations. We calculated performance of three computer algorithms on the periocular

images. Performance for humans and computers was similar.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The periocular region is the part of the face surrounding the eye. The term “periocular” comes from

the prefix, “peri-”, meaning “around or about”, and the root word, “ocular”, meaning “of or relating to

the eye”. In biometrics, the term has been applied to both a small region including the eye, eyelids,

and lashes, or a larger region including the eyebrow [1]. The term has also been applied to regions that

include the iris [2] and to regions that mask the eye, using only skin and eyebrow information around

the eye [3]. Irises and faces have both been studied extensively as biometric characteristics [4], [5], but

the periocular region has only recently received attention as a biometric characteristic. Some initial work

has suggested that the periocular region may be as discriminating by itself as the face as a whole [3],

[6].

Since periocular recognition is such a new field in the area of biometrics, there remain a number of open

questions regarding this biometric characteristic. For instance, face recognition traditionally uses visible

light but iris recognition uses near-infrared light; which (if any) light spectrum should be preferred for

periocular recognition? Which lighting condition reveals more discriminatory information in the periocular

region? Which features in the region are most useful in the two different modalities?

In such a new field of research, there is no single automatic algorithm generally accepted as the

“best” for the periocular region. Therefore, in order to investigate questions about different lighting for

the periocular region, we turned to the human visual system. Other computational vision problems have

benefitted from a good understanding of the human visual system. In a recent book chapter, O’Toole [7]

says, “Collaborative interactions between computational and psychological approaches to face recognition

have offered numerous insights into the kinds of face representations capable of supporting the many

tasks humans accomplish with faces” [7]. Sinha et al. [8] describe numerous basic findings from the

study of human face recognition that have direct implications for the design of computational systems.

Their report says “The only system that [works] well in the face of [challenges like sensor noise, viewing

distance, and illumination] is the human visual system. It makes eminent sense, therefore, to attempt to

understand the strategies this biological system employs, as a first step towards eventually translating

them into machine-based algorithms” [8].

Studying how the human visual system performs on near-infrared and visible-light images has three

different purposes. First, it provides a baseline for judging performance of forensic human examiners

who might at some point need to compare periocular images. Second, it aids in the development of

automatic recognition algorithms by providing insights about features in the region that contain identifying
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information. Third, it sets a baseline for judging performance of automatic recognition algorithms.

We displayed pairs of images to human volunteers and asked them to determine whether the pair

showed two images from the same person or from two different people. Our experiments were designed

to answer questions such as the following:

• How well can humans identify people from the periocular region, and how does performance change

for visible-light (VL) images versus near-infrared (NIR) images?

• Does performance in a given condition depend on whether the images showed light-eyed subjects

or dark-eyed subjects?

• Are individual subjects that are difficult to identify in one modality also difficult in other modalities?

• Which periocular features are most discriminatory under near-infrared light?

• Which periocular features are most discriminatory under visible light?

• How well can humans identify subjects using the iris region?

We used three computer algorithms to analyze the same periocular images. The algorithms used local

binary patterns (LBPs), histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs), and scale-invariant feature transform

(SIFT). We employed similar analysis on the machine-generated results as we had on the human perfor-

mance experiments.

Our experiments are presented as follows. Section II summarizes prior research in periocular biometrics.

Section III describes our data set and preprocessing. Our experimental methods are described in Sec-

tion IV. Results are given in Section V. Section VI summarizes our findings and presents recommendations

for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Research in periocular biometrics can be divided into two categories, namely image classification and

image recognition. The first category includes papers that extract various features in an attempt to classify

an image based on gender, ethnicity, or whether the image shows a left or right eye. The second category

includes papers that focus specifically on recognition. Some work combines periocular recognition with

other types of recognition to improve performance.

A. Periocular Feature Extraction for Image Classification

A classifier that determines whether an eye image contains a left or right eye is a valuable tool for

detecting errors in labeled data. Abiantun and Savvides [9] first used the locations of the pupil and iris

centers to differentiate between right and left eyes. The pupil is often located to the nasal side of the iris
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rather than being directly in the center. Subsequently, they evaluated five different methods for detecting

the tear duct in an iris image: (1) Adaboost algorithm with Haar-like features, (2) Adaboost with a mix

of Haar-like and Gabor features, (3) support vector machines, (4) linear discriminant analyisis, and (5)

principal component analysis. Their tear-duct detector using boosted Haar-like features correctly classified

179 of 199 images where their first method had failed.

Bhat and Savvides [10] used active shape models (ASMs) to fit the shape of the eye and predict

whether an eye is a right or left eye. They trained two different ASMs: one for right eyes, and one for

left eyes. They ran both ASMs on each image, and evaluated the fit of each using Optimal Trade-off

Synthetic Discriminant Filters. On poorly-centered iris images, their classifier correctly classified 62.5%

of left eyes correctly and 67.7% of right eyes. On centered images with consistent scale, they classified

91% of left eyes correctly and 89% of right eyes correctly.

The papers aimed at predicting race and gender from the periocular region use markedly different

approaches. Li et al. [11] used eyelashes for ethnic classification. They observed that Asian eyelashes

tend to be more straight and vertically oriented than Caucasian eyelashes. To extract eyelash feature

information, they used active shape models to locate the eyelids. Next, they identified nine image patches

along each eyelid. They applied uni-directional edge filters to detect the direction of the eyelashes in

each image patch. After obtaining feature vectors, they used a nearest neighbor classifier to determine

whether each image showed an Asian or a Caucasian eye, and achieved a 93% correct classification rate.

Merkow et al. [12] used grayscale pixel intensities and local binary patterns (LBPs) for gender

classification on 936 images (468 male and 468 female) downloaded from the web. They tested three

types of classification algorithms: (1) linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with a rank-1 nearest neighbor

classifier, (2) principal component analysis (PCA) with a rank-1 nearest neighbor classifier, and (3) linear

support vector machines (SVMs). For both types of features and multiple-sized regions, LDA and SVMs

outperformed PCA. On a periocular region containing the eyes, eyebrows, and the bridge of the nose, PCA

performance was near 70%, LDA achieved about 80% accuracy, and SVMs achieved 84.9% accuracy.

Lyle et al. [13] performed both gender and ethnicity classification using 4232 periocular images of

404 subjects, cropped from the Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) [14] data. They also used

grayscale pixel intensities and local binary patterns as features, but utilized a non-linear SVM as a

classifier. They achieved 93% gender classification accuracy when using periocular images taken under

controlled lighting. They classified images as Asian and Non-asian and achieved about 91% accuracy.
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B. Periocular Recognition Performance

Park et al. [2] presented a feasibility study for the use of periocular biometrics. The authors implemented

two methods for analyzing the periocular region. In their “global method”, they used the center of the

limbus circle as an anchor point. They defined a grid around the iris and computed gradient orientation

histograms and local binary patterns (LBPs) for each point in the grid. They quantized each feature into

eight distinct values to build an eight-bin histogram, and then used Euclidean distance to evaluate a match.

Their “local method” involved detecting key points using a SIFT matcher. They collected a database of

899 high-resolution visible-light face images from 30 subjects. A face matcher obtained 100% rank-one

recognition for these images, and their matcher that used only the periocular region yielded 77% correct

rank-one recognition. Their initial work has been extended and published as a journal paper [1].

Miller et al. [15] also used LBPs to analyze the periocular region. They used visible-light face images

from the FRGC data [14] and the Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) data [16]. The periocular

region was extracted from the face images using the provided eye center coordinates. They extracted the

LBP histogram from each block in the image and used city block distance to compare the information

from two images. They achieved 89.76% rank-one recognition on the FRGC data, and 74.07% on the

FERET data. Adams et al. [17] extended Miller’s work by training a genetic algorithm to select the subset

of features that would be best for recognition. The use of the genetic algorithm increased accuracy from

89.76% to 92.16% on FRGC. On FERET, the accuracy increased from 74.04% to 85.06%.

Woodard et al. [3] added color histogram matching to LBP features. They tested their method on

subsets of images from FRGC 2.0, experiment 1. After testing multiple distance metrics, they found that

city block metric is best for comparing LBP features and that Bhattacharya coefficient performs best

for color features. They applied their same algorithms to the whole face for comparison. On the whole

face, adding color to LBP texture never improved performance. On the periocular region, adding color

helped on the subsets of images using different expressions. The highest performance score of 98.3%

rank-1 recognition came from same-session comparisons. Different session comparisons gave 91% rank-1

recognition.

Miller et al. [6] analyzed how blur, resolution, and lighting affect periocular recognition using an

LBP algorithm. At extreme values of blur, periocular recognition performed significantly better than

face recognition. The results for down-sampling the resolution were similar. Rank-1 recognition rates for

both face and periocular matching under uncontrolled lighting (using FRGC 2.0 experiment 4 images)

were very poor, indicating that local binary patterns are not well suited to recognizing subjects under
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uncontrolled lighting. Miller et al. also explored different color channels and found that using the green

color channel gave the highest recognition rate. Experiments indicated that the red color channel contained

significantly less discriminative texture.

Xu et al. [18] tested several feature extraction techniques on the challenging FRGC 2.0 experiment 4

data. They tried Walsh Masks, Laws’ Masks, Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform,

Force Field Transform, Gabor Filters, Laplacian of Gaussian Filters, LBPs, SIFT features, and SURF

features. Feature sets were compared using various distance metrics. Fusing many of these feature types

with local binary patterns improved verification performance. They achieved the best performance using

Local Walsh-Transform binary pattern encoding.

Bharadwaj et al. [19] proposed a periocular recognition algorithm to use on the UBIRIS v2 low-

quality, visible-light iris data set. These images are particularly challenging for iris recognition because

they are taken in visible light at distances between four and eight meters. Bharadwaj et al. suggested using

both global and local features. Their global descriptors use second order statistics evaluating the spatial

arrangement of components in the image. These descriptors test for attributes such as the distribution of

edges in the horizontal and vertical directions or the size of prominent objects in the image. They use

circular local binary patterns for local features. By combining global and local features in both left and

right eye regions, they obtained a rank-1 identification accuracy of 73.65%.

While the above papers focused exclusively on periocular recognition, Woodard et al. [20] fused infor-

mation from a periocular recognition algorithm with information from an iris recognition algorithm. Using

the MBGC near-infrared portal data the authors analyzed the iris texture using a traditional Daugman-like

algorithm [21], and they analyzed the periocular texture using LBPs. Periocular identification performed

better than iris identification, and the fusion of the two modalities performed best.

Hollingsworth et al. [22] investigated human performance on a periocular recognition task. They found

that when presented with unlabeled pairs of near-infrared periocular images, humans could correctly

determine whether the two images were from the same person or from different people with 92% accuracy.

They further found that eyelashes, tear ducts, eye shape, and eyelids were helpful when determining

whether two images matched.

This paper differs from previous research in that it is the first to compare verification performance

on the same subjects’ images presented under four different conditions, namely both near-infrared and

visible light, and both iris and periocular regions. This paper is also the first to present both human and

machine performance results on the same periocular images. Furthermore, no other paper has investigated

human verification performance on visible-light periocular images, or analyzed what features are helpful
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to human participants under both lighting conditions.

III. DATA

One of our goals of this experiment was to test whether near-infrared or visible light was better for the

periocular region. We used a set of 640x480 near-infrared eye images acquired with an LG2200 EOU

camera. We also acquired a set of 2613x3900 visible-light face images of the same subjects using a

Nikon D80 CCD camera. All images were collected under a human subjects research protocol approved

by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Notre Dame. The images were collected from

cooperative users using controlled lighting. The average interpupillary distance was 1142 pixels. From

such images, we manually marked the eye centers and cropped 640x480 visible-light periocular images

from the face, centered at the marked point. The resulting visible-light images showed approximately the

same amount of face region as the near-infrared LG2200 images.

We obtained images from 210 subjects, plus images from an additional 8 subjects to use in examples

prior to the experiment. We planned to show pairs of images to volunteers and ask volunteers to determine

whether two images in a pair were from the same person or from different people. Consequently, we

assigned 70 of our subjects for whom we had eye images to be used in “match” trials, and 140 of our

subjects to be used in “nonmatch” trials. Subjects were randomly assigned to “match” or “nonmatch”

pools, with two exceptions. First, the 66 subjects who only came to one acquisition session were

necessarily nonmatch subjects because we did not have two different images of them. Second, we required

an equal number of light-eyed match and non-match queries, and similarly an equal number of dark-eyed

queries in the two sets. To determine whether a subject was “light-eyed” or “dark-eyed”, we manually

examined each image and labeled blue, green, and hazel eyes as “light”, and brown eyes as “dark.”

After dividing the subjects into match and nonmatch pools, nonmatch subjects were paired so that two

subjects in a pair had the same gender and race. In addition, similar subjects were paired as follows. For

all possible pairs of images, we computed a difference score based on eye color, presence of makeup,

dilation ratio, percent eye occlusion, eyelashes, and contact lenses. Let Ci be the eye color for the ith

image, where 1 = blue eyes, 2 = green, 3 = hazel, 4 = light brown, and 5 = brown. Let Mi represent the

amount of makeup for the ith image, where lack of makeup = 1, light makeup = 2, and heavy makeup = 3.

Li represents the presence of contact lenses, with 1 = no contacts and 2 = contacts. Ei represents the

length of eyelashes, with 1 = short eyelashes, 2 = medium eyelashes, and 3 = long eyelashes. The dilation

ratio Di is the ratio of pupil radius to iris radius. The percent occlusion Pi is the percent of iris area

covered by eyelashes or eyelids. Let dM represent the maximum difference between two dilation ratios in
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Fig. 1: This example nonmatch query shows subjects 05503 and 05458 using near-infrared periocular modality.

our image set and pM represent the maximum difference between percent occlusion values. A difference

score δV L(i, j) between the ith and jth visible-light images in the set was defined to be

δV L(i, j) = |Ci − Cj |+ |Mi −Mj |+
1

dM
|Di −Dj |+

1

pM
|Pi − Pj |+

1

2
|Li − Lj |+

1

4
|Ei − Ej | .

A difference score δNIR(i, j) between the ith and jth near-infrared images was defined in the same way. In

computing these difference scores, the differences in contact lenses and eyelash length were weighted less

heavily because of the difficultly in accurately and objectively assigning those labels. To make nonmatch

queries, we paired subjects i and j with smallest overall scores δ(i, j) = δV L(i, j) + δNIR(i, j).

For both match and nonmatch queries, we used images taken at least a week apart so that no query

would show images from the same session. Additionally, we randomly chose whether to show two left

eyes or two right eyes for the query. Ultimately, from 210 subjects, we had created 140 subject-disjoint

query pairs, where half were match queries and half were nonmatch queries.

To separate the influence of the periocular region from the iris region in our experiment, we manually

segmented the iris region in each image, and created two different images: one showing only the iris,

and a second showing only the periocular region. As a result, we could display each query in one of

four ways: periocular near-infrared, periocular visible light, iris near-infrared, and iris visible light (See

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4).

IV. METHOD

A. Human Experiments

We conducted our human experiments using a protocol approved by the Human Subjects Institutional

Review Board at the University of Notre Dame. Volunteers were solicited from the University of Notre

Dame student and staff population. They were offered $10 to participate in the experiment, and an
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Fig. 2: This example nonmatch query shows subjects 05503 and 05458 using near-infrared iris modality.

Fig. 3: This example nonmatch query shows subjects 05503 and 05458 using visible-light periocular modality.

Fig. 4: This example nonmatch query shows subjects 05503 and 05458 using visible-light iris modality.

additional $5 if they scored in the top 50% of respondents. To the best of our knowledge, none of

the volunteers had participated in any similar experiments before. Fifty-six people participated in the

experiment. The demographic information of our subjects is shown in Table I.

We had four different sets of queries, based on periocular or iris content and near-infrared (NIR) or

visible light (VL) illumination:

• Periocular NIR

• Iris NIR

• Periocular VL

• Iris VL

Each set of queries contained 140 pairs of images. To increase the number of people viewing each query

set, we asked each volunteer to respond to two sets. The four sets could be paired in six different ways,
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Table I: Demographic Information of Volunteers

Total number of volunteers 56

Number of males 23

Number of females 33

Age 18-19 22

Age 20-21 20

Age 22-30 10

Age 31-40 2

Age > 40 2

so we had the following six tasks:

1) Classify pairs of periocular NIR and iris NIR,

2) Classify pairs of periocular NIR and periocular VL,

3) Classify pairs of periocular NIR and iris VL,

4) Classify pairs of iris NIR and periocular VL,

5) Classify pairs of iris NIR and iris VL, and

6) Classify pairs of periocular VL and iris VL.

We randomized the order in which we presented the sets, so that in task one, for example, half of

participants saw the periocular NIR images first, and half saw the iris NIR images first.

We wrote custom software to display our queries to our participants. The program displayed each pair

of images for three seconds (Figure 5). After three seconds, the display would change, and the user

would be prompted to respond whether the two images in the pair were from the same person or from

two different people (Figure 6). The five possible responses were:

• Same person (certain)

• Same person (likely)

• Don’t know

• Different people (likely)

• Different people (certain)

In our report in this paper, we have used the terms “match” and “same person” interchangeably. Also,

the terms “nonmatch” and “different people” have been used interchangably.

We ran the experiment over the course of one week. Volunteers signed up for a time to participate, and
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Fig. 5: Our software displayed a pair of images like the pair shown above for three seconds. After the three seconds,

the images were hidden and users could respond whether the two images were same or different.

Fig. 6: After displaying a pair of images for three seconds, our software hid the images and prompted users to

state whether the two images were same or different.

would come to our studio, register, and view example images and a practice question. Next they viewed

the 140 queries of their first type of assigned images. After viewing those image pairs, if the images

had shown the periocular region, the computer program would prompt them to rate the value of different

features in making their decisions. The features that the volunteers were asked to rate were “Eye shape”,

“Tear Duct”, “Outer Corner”, “Eyelashes”, “Skin”, “Eyebrow”, “Eyelid”, “Color”, “Blood vessels”, and

“Other”. Next the volunteers viewed 140 queries of their second type of assigned images. Again, if the

second type of images were of the periocular region, they would be prompted to rate the helpfulness of

the features in the image. One entire participant session lasted approximately 40 minutes.
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B. Machine Experiments on Periocular Images

We ran three automated experiments using appearance features in the periocular region. Appearance

features can be extracted from input images using algorithms that create representations based on local or

global information. The most obvious global representation approach, correlation, computes a difference

between two images, on a pixel by pixel basis, for comparison. Shortcomings of this method include

a large feature vector representation and high sensitivity to unaligned data. Well-known evolutions of

this very basic global approach are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component

Analysis (ICA).

Our work uses algorithms employing local information. One advantage of these types of algorithms is

that they are capable of creating very small feature vectors that represent images. A drawback is that they

do not retain any spatial information of the 2D image. Local approaches such as local binary patterns

(LBPs), histogram of oriented gradients (HOGs), and Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) allow

for rotation invariant texture representations of local facial features. LBPs, as introduced by Ojala et al.

in [23], detect and encode texture representations like spots, line ends, edges, corners and other distinct

patterns. HOGs, as shown in [24] by Dalal and Triggs, classify edge directions and other local texture

features from the gradient angle and magnitude to encode a rotation invariant texture representation. SIFT,

first introduced by David Lowe in [25], was originally used in more general computer vision applications

but has since been shown to be useful for biometric problems. LBPs, HOGs, and SIFT have been shown

in various works [2], [15], [26]–[28] to encode feature representations that perform well for matching.

We tested all three approaches as follows to extract features and compare two input images.

Let I be a preprocessed near-infrared or visible-light image that is divided into N non-overlapping

rectangular blocks of M pixels each. The overall feature representation of the image is given by a vector

T (I) =
�
T (1), . . . , T (N)

�
, where T (1), . . . , T (N) are the feature vectors computed from the N blocks.

For matching two feature representations, a distance function D

�
T (I1), T (I2)

�
is used to compare the

features for two images (I1 and I2). The city block metric (also known as Manhattan or L1 distance),
�n

j=1

���T (I1)j − T (I2)j
���, was chosen to compute distance. Here, n is the length of the feature vectors

being compared.

1) Local Binary Patterns: A local binary patterns is a representation that encodes intensity changes

of a local neighborhood of P pixels found on a circle of radius R around a pixel of interest. A pixel of

interest is any single pixel in an image I for which a texture representation is desired. The LBP score

at that pixel is a function of the changes of intensity patterns in the local neighborhood. Let a pixel of
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interest be represented xi. Then the LBP score at this location is given by

LBP (xi) =
P−1�

j=0

s (I(xj)− I(xi)) 2
P
, (1)

where s(.) is the sign operator and xj is a pixel on the circle around xi. The occurrences of each LBP

score are accumulated into a 59 bin histogram (size(T (i)) = P (P − 1) + 3, where P = 8). The total

feature vector length of an image is the product of the number of blocks and the size of each block’s

histogram. See [15] for a detailed explanation of LBP within our local appearance-based approach.

2) Histogram of Oriented Gradients: We use a modified HOG algorithm for extracting features from

the periocular region. The HOG algorithm begins by computing the gradient of the image. In this work

we used a Prewitt convolution kernel for computing the gradient. The gradient magnitude, Gmag, and

gradient angle, Gang, were computed from the image gradient, Gx in the horizontal direction and Gy in

the vertical direction. In the next step, each pixel location was used to increment orientation bins. The

orientation bins represent evenly spaced segments of a circle. In this work we used 12 bins, so each bin

corresponds to a 30-degree segments of the circle. For each pixel P, the orientation bin corresponding

to Gang(P ) was incremented by Gmag(P ). The feature vector length for each block was 12 elements

and the feature vector length of an image was the product of the number of blocks and the number of

orientation bins for each block.

3) Scale-invariant Feature Transform: In this work, we use a publically available SIFT implementation

to extract features [29]. SIFT features, known as keypoints, are minima and maxima of a difference of

Gaussians function applied to an image and its image pyramid (successive resampling of an image).

Difference of Gaussians (DOG) is intuitively found by subtracting a wide Gaussian from a narrow

Gaussian

DOG =
1

2πσ2
e
−(u2+v2)/(2σ2) − 1

2πK2σ2
e
−(u2+v2)/(2K2σ2) (2)

for some value K. Each keypoint maintains information about its location, scale, and orientation.

4) Stratification of Thresholds: To compare the algorithmic results with those from the human partic-

ipants, we used the same five recognition options (“certain, match” to “certain, nonmatch”). First, from

the set of 70 matches and 70 nonmatches in a query set, we calculated distances between image pairs.

Next, we defined the “certain, match” threshold (for machine recognition) to be a distance less than the

minimum of all nonmatch pairs. We set the “certain, nonmatch” threshold to be a distance greater than the

maximum of all match pairs. We found the threshold that gave the best performance when determining

similarity, and used that value for the upper bound of the third recognition option, “don’t know.” The

upper bound for the “likely, match” recognition was the the mean between the “certain, match” and
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“Don’t know” thresholds. Lastly, the “likely, nonmatch” recognition spanned values between the “don’t

know” and “certain, nonmatch” thresholds.

C. Machine Experiments on Iris Images

We conducted an automated matching experiment using our enhanced version of the IrisBEE iris

biometrics system made available through the ICE program [30]. The software unwraps the iris region to

a rectangular normalized image. Next, it applies log-Gabor filters to a grid of points on the normalized

image, and creates a binary iris code using the phase of the filter results. The result of a comparison

between two iris codes is reported as a fractional Hamming distance.

V. ANALYSIS

A. Periocular performance under different illuminations

In our human experiment, we found that untrained humans with limited viewing times could correctly

determine whether two eye images showed the same person or different people with performance signif-

icantly higher than random guessing. The average score for the periocular tests, including both lighting

conditions, was 83.6% (standard deviation 6.75%). This is a noticeable drop from one of our previous

similar experiments [22], where we found that humans were 92% accurate. However, in the previous

experiment, nonmatch images were randomly paired together, and viewers had unlimited viewing time

for examining the images. In this experiment, we paired similar images together using information about

gender, race, eye color, percent occlusion, dilation, make-up, and contacts. Even on this more challenging

test, humans still were capable of verifying identity.

Looking at the two periocular tests separately, the average score on the near-infrared periocular test

was 78.8% (standard deviation 5.70%), and the average score on the visible-light periocular test was

88.4% (standard deviation 3.42%). ROC curves for these tests are shown in Figure 7. We conducted a

two-sample t-test to test the null hypothesis that the scores on the two modalities come from distributions

of equal mean. We found statistically significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis. The difference

is statistically significant at the α = 0.05 level (p-value less than 10−4). This result suggests that visible

light may be a better modality for periocular recognition than near-infrared light.

Our subjects had no prior training in viewing these types of images. However, there seems to be

some learning taking place as the test progresses. On the near-infrared periocular test, the average score

was 77.9% on the first half of the test and 79.6% on the second half of the test. On the visible light

periocular test, the average score was 86.1% on the first half of the test and 90.8% on the second half of
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Fig. 7: This ROC curve shows the human verification performance on both the periocular and iris regions. For the

periocular region, performance was higher on the visible light images. For the iris region, performance was higher

on the near-infrared images.

the test. We computed one-tailed t-tests to check whether the scores on the second half were statistically

significantly higher than the scores on the first half. For the near-infrared modality, the resulting p-value

was 9.53× 10−2. Thus there is insufficient evidence to conclusively show that the subjects learned over

the course of that test. However, for the visible light modality, the resulting p-value was 2.58 × 10−5.

We conclude that subjects did learn over the course of that test.

Human experiments and computer experiments using the periocular region yielded similar results.

The machine performance for the periocular tests, averaged across three algorithms and both lighting

conditions, was 83.6%, which is within 1% of human subject performance. The scores for the periocular

visible-light experiments were 87.1% using LBP, 90.0% using HOG, and 94.3% using SIFT. For near-

infrared the scores were 74.3% using LBP, 79.3% using HOG, and 76.4% using SIFT. ROC curves for

these experiments are found in Figure 8. These results also suggest that visible light may be the better

modality for periocular recognition.

There are some fundamental differences in features acquired under the different illuminations. First,

human melanin pigment absorbs different amounts of light in visible light versus near-infrared light. The

visible-light images show melanin-related differences that do not appear in near-infrared images. Second,

the sclera and skin are less reflective in longer wavelengths [31]. To account for that, the gain settings on

near-infrared cameras will be higher. In order to capture good iris images, the amount of near-infrared

light emitted by the LG2200 iris camera sometimes causes the image of skin regions around the eye to
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Fig. 8: This ROC curve shows machine verification performance on the periocular region. For all machine algorithms

tested, performance was higher on the visible light images.

be saturated in a few of the images, thus hiding potentially useful skin feature information. It may be

possible that other periocular algorithms will perform better on near-infrared images, but for humans and

the machine algorithms tested, visible-light illumination is preferable.

B. Iris performance under different illuminations

In our human experiment, the average score on the near-infrared iris test was 85.6% (standard deviation

5.33%), and the average score on the visible-light iris test was 79.3% (standard deviation 5.81%).

Therefore, our participants clearly found irises easier to differentiate when imaged with near-infrared

illumination. This difference is statistically significant (p-value 1.0× 10−4). ROC curves for the human

experiment iris tests are shown in Figure 7 on the same axes as the periocular ROC curves.

We compared the results from the first and second halves of the tests to see if subjects were learning

during the iris tests. On the near-infrared iris test, the average score was 84.3% on the first half of the

test and 86.9% on the second half of the test. This improvement was statistically significant (p-value

= 1.67 × 10−2). On the visible light iris test, the average score was 76.8% on the first half of the test

and 81.9% on the second half of the test. This improvement was also statistically significant (p-value =

5.63× 10−4).

Computer performance on the iris queries surpassed human performance. The performance averaged

across both modalities was 95.4%, which is about 13% better than human performance. The performance
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Fig. 9: This ROC curve shows machine performance on the iris region. Performance was higher on the near-infrared

images.

of the machine algorithm was 100% on the near-infrared iris queries and 90.7% on the visible light

iris queries. While the performance is higher, the computer results suggest the same conclusion as the

human results, namely that near-infrared light is a better modality for iris recognition. ROC curves for

the machine experiment are shown in Figure 9.

As mentioned in Section V-A, the absorption spectrum of human melanin pigment is different under

visible and near-infrared illumination [31]. Automated iris recognition algorithms use near-infrared light

to image stromal features of the iris that are hidden when imaged in visible light. From a subjective

point of view, the authors found that judging pairs of dark brown irises imaged in visible light was a

particularly difficult task. Thus our results agree with previous work in the literature that suggests that

near-infrared light is more valuable for iris recognition than visible light [21].

C. Does performance depend on whether subjects are light-eyed or dark-eyed?

Out of the 140 subject-disjoint queries in our experiment, 50 of the queries contained subjects with

dark eyes. The other 90 queries contained subjects with light eyes (blue, green, or hazel). We divided all

results into sets based on whether the query showed dark eyes or light eyes, and again considered the

performance.

1) Human performance on light and dark eyed subjects: The average scores for the human experiment,

divided by light and dark-eyed subjects, are reported in Table II, along with standard deviations. We

conducted paired t-tests to determine whether the differences between light and dark eyes were statistically
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Table II: Human Performance

Average Scores on Light and Dark Eyes (standard deviation)

Modality Average Score on Light-

eyed Queries

Average Score on Dark-

eyed Queries

P-value

NIR Iris 84% (5.7%) 88% (6.3%) 7.8× 10−4

VL Iris 84% (6.0%) 72% (8.5%) less than 10−4

NIR Peri 78% (6.5%) 81% (6.4%) 6.5× 10−3

VL Peri 88% (4.4%) 89% (4.1%) 7.4× 10−1

significant for each modality. The corresponding p-values are also given in Table II. ROC curves showing

performance on visible light images are shown in Figure 10.

The largest difference between light and dark eyes occurred for the visible-light iris modality. In this

case, performance on light eyes was 12% better than performance on dark eyes, indicating that dark

irises are particularly difficult to match when imaged in visible light. As mentioned previously, stromal

features of the iris are hidden when heavily pigmented irises are imaged in visible light.

The differences between light and dark eyes in near-infrared modalities were also statistically signif-

icant, although the differences were much smaller and actually represented only five or six query pairs

in the set of 140 queries.

2) Machine performance on light and dark eyed subjects for the periocular region: In all periocular

experiments, the iris was masked, so any discrepancies in results between dark-eyed and light-eyed

subjects would be due to features correlated with eye color (e.g. ethnicity), but not directly due to eye

color itself.

Table III gives the scores for the periocular machine recognition experiments divided by light-eyed and

dark-eyed subjects. ROC curves for the experiments using visible-light images are found in Figure 11. The

table and ROC curves show that the machine algorithms achieved better performance on the dark-eyed

subjects than the light-eyed subjects. However, many of the differences are small (three to five percent

on 140 queries). Further experimentation on a larger set of images would reveal whether this trend is a

general phenomenon or unique to this set of subjects.

3) Machine performance on light and dark eyed subjects for the iris region: Table IV gives the scores

for the iris machine recognition experiments divided by light-eyed and dark-eyed subjects. Figure 12

shows the ROC curves for the visible light images, separated by light and dark-eyed subjects. These

results present the same conclusion as the analysis of the human experiment; namely that in visible light,
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Fig. 10: Dark irises are particularly difficult for humans to match when imaged in visible light. The performance on

light irises was 12% better than performance on dark irises for visible light iris images. In all other modalities (NIR

iris, VL periocular, and NIR periocular), humans found dark eyes were easier to compare, although the difference

was not always statistically significant.

Table III: Machine Performance: Periocular Region

Scores on Light and Dark Eyes

Modalities Score on Light-eyed Queries Score on Dark-eyed Queries

HOG NIR Peri 77% 86%

LBP NIR Peri 73% 84%

SIFT NIR Peri 76% 80%

HOG VL Peri 89% 94%

LBP VL Peri 86% 90%

SIFT VL Peri 93% 96%

dark-eyed subjects are harder to recognize.

In summary, for visible-light iris images, dark eyes are difficult to recognize, whether by humans

or by machine algorithms. The other modalities showed some differences between light and dark-eyed

subjects, but the differences were not as large, and we suggest that larger data sets would be necessary

to determine whether any such trends are true of the general population.
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Fig. 11: For this data set, machine recognition finds that comparing periocular regions from subjects with dark

eyes is easier than comparing periocular regions from subjects with light eyes. However, many of the differences

are small, and we do not have sufficient information to know whether this trend would extend to other data sets.

Table IV: Machine Performance: Iris Region

Scores on Light and Dark Eyes

Modalities Score on Light-eyed Queries Score on Dark-eyed Queries

NIR Iris 100% 100%

Vl Iris 99% 84%
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Fig. 12: Dark irises are difficult for machines to recognize when imaged in visible light. This result parallels results

from both our human experiment and prior research [21].
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Fig. 13: There was one visible-light periocular query misclassified by all three machine algorithms. This query

was the fourth hardest query for human volunteers; only 64% (18 of 28) of human participants responded correctly

to this query. These are images 05337d65 and 05337d66.

D. Difficult image pairs

1) Difficult periocular queries: There was one visible-light periocular match query misclassified by

all three machine algorithms, LBP, HOG, and SIFT. This query was the fourth hardest query for human

volunteers. It was classified correctly by only 64% of participants. This query is shown in Figure 13.

There were eight near-infrared periocular match queries misclassified by all the machine algorithms.

Three of these were also extra difficult for humans, with less than 60% of humans classifying them

correctly. One of these eight was the second-most misclassified by humans in this set (Figure 14); only

36% of participants responded correctly for that query. On the other hand, one of the eight queries

difficult for machines was classified correctly by 93% of human volunteers (Figure 15). In Figure 14,

one image of the query pair showed the eye more open than the other image. We speculate that in general,

a difference in openness of the eye would be misleading to both humans and machines. An interesting

feature to note in Figure 15 is that the eyebrow is visible in one of the two images but not in the other.

We suspect that in general, humans are more able to deal with this type of discrepancy than the current

machine algorithms. A possible improvement for machine algorithms would be the ability to transform

an image to account for changes in expression such as raised eyebrows.

All of the nonmatch queries were correctly classified as not matching by at least one of the three

machine algorithms, LBP, HOG, or SIFT.

2) Difficult iris queries: There were thirteen visible-light iris match queries misclassified by the

machine algorithm. Less than fifty percent of humans responded correctly for one of these queries

(Figure 16). On the other hand, over ninety percent of humans responded correctly for four of the queries.

There was one visible-light iris nonmatch query misclassified by the machine algorithm. However, it was

relatively easy for human participants; 93% of participants correctly classified this pair as a nonmatch.
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Fig. 14: This query was difficult for both machine algorithms and for humans. Only 36% (10 of 28) of participants

correctly labeled this pair as a match. These are images 05525d37 and 05525d53.

Fig. 15: This query was difficult for machine algorithms but relatively easy for humans. Ninety-three percent of

human volunteers (26 of 28) correctly determined that these two images were from the same person. These are

images 05341d166 and 05341d107.

Fig. 16: This query was challenging for both humans and machines. Only 46% of humans (13 of 28) correctly

determined that these images were from the same person. Previous research has shown that a difference in pupil

dilation can degrade iris recognition performance [32]. The difference in dilation in this query may have misled

both humans and machines. These are images 04233d1615 and 04233d1607.

All near-infrared iris queries were classified correctly by the machine algorithm.

In general, we believe that some characteristics, such as difference in pupil dilation, cause difficulties

for both humans and machines. Other characteristics affect either humans or machines. For instance, any

color information in the visible-light iris images would benefit human participants but would be unused

by the machine algorithm which relies solely on iris texture.
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Fig. 17: In the human experiments, there was little evidence of correlation for pairs of subjects across different

modalities. This result suggests that a “difficult” subject to match in one modality may be easier in other modalities.

E. Are difficult image pairs in one modality also difficult in other modalities?

We wanted to test whether queries that were difficult in one modality were also difficult in other

modalities. That is, for a match pair, was the imaged subject difficult to identify as a “match” in both near-

infrared and visible light? For a nonmatch pair, were the two imaged subjects difficult to differentiate in

both near-infrared and visible light? Similarly, did performance on iris images correlate with performance

on periocular images?

For each pair of images, we computed the percent of times the pair was correctly classified in our

human experiment. To compare accuracy on near-infrared irises with accuracy on visible-light irises, we

made a scatter plot of the corresponding classification rates for each image pair. Figure 17a shows the

result, with near-infrared accuracy on the x-axis, and visible-light accuracy on the y-axis. The points are

clustered slightly more on the right of the graph than on the top, reflecting the fact that performance on

near-infrared irises was better than performance on visible-light irises. However, there is no evidence of

correlation across the modalities. In fact, the correlation coefficient comparing the classification rates of

the two modalities is 0.070, which suggests almost no correlation at all.

We made similar scatterplots comparing near-infrared periocular performance with visible-light perioc-

ular performance (Figure 17b), near-infrared iris with near-infrared periocular performance (Figure 17c),

and visible-light iris with visible-light periocular performance (Figure 17d). The correlation coefficients

are given in Table V.
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Table V: Human Experiment

Correlation Coefficients Across Modalities

Comparison Correlation Coefficient

NIR Iris vs. VL Iris 0.07

NIR Peri vs. VL Peri 0.33

NIR Iris vs. NIR Peri 0.21

VL Iris vs. VL Peri 0.19

The cross-modality comparison with the largest correlation coefficient was the comparison between

near-infrared periocular and visible-light periocular performance, which yielded a correlation coefficient

of 0.33. In contrast, the correlation between near-infrared iris images and visible-light iris images was

only 0.07. This discrepancy implies that the periocular region is more similar under the two different

types of wavelengths than the iris region is.

The periocular region showed some similarity when imaged under two different types of light; however,

a correlation coefficient of 0.33 is still far below a perfect correlation of 1.0. This result suggests that

no one individual is inherently difficult to verify, and no two individuals are inherently difficult to

differentiate. Prior research agrees with this conclusion. Yager and Dunstone [33] have said that “evidence

is mounting that there are few people who are destined to have difficulty with biometric authentication

due to an inherent ‘unmatchability,”’ and that “when errors are common for a particular individual, they

can usually be addressed using improved enrollment/capture processes and robust matching algorithms.”

Furthermore, these results offer good news to designers of bi-modal systems, because they may be able

to compensate for poor scores in one modality by considering images in another modality.

In the human experiment, we had multiple participants evaluating each image pair. Thus it was possible

to consider two illuminations and compare the average number of times a query pair was classified

correctly under each illumination. We used these percentages to make a judgment on whether a difficult

image pair in near-infrared light was also difficult in visible light. A machine algorithm provides a single

similarity score instead of a set of judgments, so we employed a different approach to answer this question

for the machine algorithms.

Using the periocular machine algorithms, we computed the rank score of each pair. Then we computed

the correlation coefficient of ranks of the near-infrared images with the visible light images. The corre-

lation coefficients are given in Table VI. The correlation coefficients for these algorithms are higher than
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Table VI: Periocular Machine Algorithms

Correlation Coefficients of Ranks Across Modalities

Comparison Correlation Coefficient

NIR Peri vs. VL Peri using LBP 0.55

NIR Peri vs. VL Peri using HOG 0.60

NIR Peri vs. VL Peri using SIFT 0.53

the correlations in the human experiment. A test performing rank-level fusion across both illuminations

and three feature representations (LBP, HOG and SIFT) yields a recognition rate of 92.1%, 2% less than

the best single modality. This suggests that for the algorithmic matching of the periocular region, difficult

images are difficult across modalities.

One explanation of this phenomenon relates to the feature extraction strategies used. The machine

algorithms are using the same feature extraction techniques for both near-infrared and visible light images.

In contrast, humans tend to look at different features in different modalities. Since the periocular machine

algorithms employ the same feature extraction techniques for analyzing both near-infrared periocular

images and visible-light periocular images, the difficulty of analyzing a given subject pair is similar, even

across the two modalities.

A similar analysis of the iris machine algorithms is not meaningful because the iris algorithm is

achieving 100% correct recognition on the near-infrared images.

F. Which features are useful in near-infrared light?

Different wavelengths of light can reveal different features of the object being imaged. For example,

iris recognition uses near-infrared light to reveal iris texture that may not be seen in visible light. We

anticipated that features in the periocular region would have differing levels of importance when imaged

under different lighting conditions.

As mentioned in section IV, we asked volunteers to rate the helpfulness of different features in the

image. Each feature could be rated as “very helpful”, “helpful”, or “not helpful”. At the conclusion of the

experiment, we tallied the results, and sorted the features based on the number of times the volunteers

rated the features as “very helpful”. Figure 18 shows how the features were ranked for near-infrared

periocular images. The ranking from most helpful to least helpful was (1) eyelashes, (2) eyelid, (3) tear

duct, (4) eye shape, (5) eyebrow, (6) outer corner, (7) skin, (8) color, (9) blood vessels, and (10) other.
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We conducted one previous experiment which likewise presented pairs of near-infrared images to

volunteers and asked for feedback about helpful features [22]. While this prior experiment paired images

randomly rather than pairing images with similar metadata, it is still interesting to compare the results. In

both the current and the previous experiments, eyelashes were the most helpful feature considered. Since

eyelashes have twice been rated highly on two separate human-viewer experiments, we can confidently

assert that humans use eyelashes extensively for this type of recognition task. The next three features –

eyelid, tear duct, and eye shape – were not ranked in exactly the same order, but were still ranked in the

top four helpful features. Eyebrow, outer corner of the eye, and skin were rated fifth, sixth, and seventh

respectively in both this experiment and in the previous experiment. The low rank for eyebrows is likely

due to the fact that our images did not include the whole eyebrow, and some images did not show any

eyebrow at all. Research on images showing a larger periocular region has shown that eyebrows are

especially useful for recognition [2], [8]. If we conducted an experiment using a larger periocular region,

we expect that eyebrows would be ranked higher in this list of features.

“Color” and “blood vessels” were included in the list of features for this experiment because we

expected those features to be useful for the visible-light modality and we wanted to use the same features

list in both conditions. Unsurprisingly, these two features were not considered very helpful for the near-

infrared images in this experiment.

Users who wished to mention additional features could enter responses in a textbox. The only other

features entered were “mascara”, “freckles”, and “shape of blacked-out iris”. Our previous experiment

required testers to rate features after every image pair instead of once at the end of a set of pairs, and thus

there were a larger variety of inputs. Other useful features mentioned in that experiment were clusters of

eyelashes, single “stray” eyelashes, eyelash density, eyelash direction, eyelash length, eyelash intensity,

unusual eye shape, slant of eyes, amount the eye was open, contacts, and make-up.

G. Which features are useful in visible light?

Figure 19 shows how testers ranked features in the visible-light periocular images. The ranking from

most helpful to least helpful was (1) blood vessels, (2) skin, (3) eye shape, (4) eyelashes, (5) eyelid, (6)

eyebrow, (7) tear duct, (8) color, (9) other, and (10) outer corner. Notice that the contrast between feature

rankings is not as large for the visible-light modality as in the near-infrared modality. In the near-infrared

images, 22 of the 28 subjects rated eyelashes as “very helpful” while only 15 thought the next feature –

eyelid – was “very helpful”. In contrast, for visible-light images, blood vessels, skin, and eye shape all

received 15 or 16 “very helpful” votes.
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Fig. 18: Volunteers ranked the features that they found most useful in determining whether two images came from

the same person. Eyelashes were considered the most useful feature in the near-infrared periocular images. Eyelids,

tear duct, and eye shape were also valuable.
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Fig. 19: Blood vessels and skin, which were not useful in the near-infrared images, were particularly useful in

images taken with visible light.

Blood vessels in the sclera are clearly more apparent in the visible-light images than in the near-

infrared images. Also, discriminating features of the skin were more visible to our human volunteers

when imaged in visible light. Note that it may be possible to design a near-infrared camera that reveals

more discriminating skin information than the near-infrared cameras we used for this experiment, which

were designed for iris imaging. Color ranked lower than we expected, but this may be because the images

in this experiment were specifically paired to match similar skin colors together.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We analyzed human verification performance on periocular and iris images under two different lighting

conditions. We found that participants scored higher on visible-light periocular images than near-infrared

periocular images. Specifically, average performance on visible-light periocular images was 88.4% while

average performance on near-infrared periocular images was 78.8%. The average score on the near-

infrared iris test was 85.6%, and the average score on the visible-light iris test was 79.3%. We anticipate

that scores on all modalities could be improved if participants were trained, or allowed longer time to view

queries. Machine performance on visible-light periocular images was 94.3% using scale-invariant feature

transform (SIFT), and on near-infrared periocular images it was 76.4%. Both the human and machine

results suggest that visible light may be a better modality for periocular recognition than near-infrared

light, at least for the type of data used in this paper.

We compared performance on light eyes and dark eyes for all images. In all periocular experiments,

the iris was masked, so any discrepancies in results would be due to features correlated with eye color,

but not directly due to eye color itself. For both human and machine periocular tests, performance on

dark-eyed subjects was better than performance on light-eyed subjects. Further research would have to be

conducted to see whether this pattern extends to other data sets. We compared performance on light eyes

and dark eyes for irises as well. For human performance on the visible-light iris modality, the average

score on queries showing light eyes was 12% higher than the average score on queries showing dark eyes.

This comparison emphasizes the value of using near-infrared light for iris recognition on dark irises.

We investigated whether a “difficult” subject in one modality was also difficult in other modalities. In

the human experiments, we considered the percent of times each pair was classified correctly, and then

computed correlation coefficients for these performances across modalities. The correlation coefficient

for iris images across modalities was only 0.07, while the correlation coefficient for periocular images

across modalities was a higher value of 0.33. In the machine experiments, we used rank-level fusion

to combine information across modalities for the periocular images, but failed to see any performance

improvement; thus this analysis suggests high correlation across illuminations for the periocular region.

We draw two conclusions from these results. First, the periocular region seems more similar when imaged

under the two wavelengths of light than the iris region. Second, machine performance was more highly

correlated across the two modalities than human performance, probably because the machine algorithms

used identical feature extraction methods for both lighting conditions while humans could choose which

features they found most discriminating. Future machine algorithms might be improved by tuning the
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feature extraction techniques separately for the two lighting conditions.

In near-infrared light, humans found eyelashes, eyelid, tear duct, and eye shape to be the most useful

periocular features. In contrast, when considering visible light, humans found blood vessels and skin to be

slightly more helpful than eye shape and eyelashes. This result again suggests that computer algorithms

for periocular recognition could benefit from using different feature extraction techniques for the two

different lighting conditions.

Based on all of our experiments, we recommend that future research in periocular biometrics should

focus on using visible-light periocular images instead of near-infrared images in order to be most

successful. To make improvements in near-infrared periocular biometrics, researchers will be required to

investigate the use of other periocular feature types in addition to texture based features. Shaped based

features are a possible option which could be combined with texture based features to improve overall

system performance.
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